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Abstract (en)
A broom (1) for surfaces comprising: - a frame (2) provided with a mounting portion (6) for mounting the broom to a self-powered vehicle: - at least
one attaching bar (9) rigidly attached to the frame on the side opposite to said mounting portion and provided with a plurality of pairs of through
holes (13), and - a plurality of bundles (14) of elongated elements (15), each elongated element having a substantially U-shaped major development
line (16) and comprising, along said major development line (16), a first (17) and a second bending (18) and being composed of a first stretch (30)
between a first (17) and a longitudinal end (31) of the elongated element, a second stretch (32) between said second bending (18) and a second
longitudinal end (33) of the elongated element, and an intermediate stretch (34) between said first and second bendings, where each bundle (14)
is inserted in a respective pair of holes (13) in such a way that said intermediate stretch (34) is interposed between said attaching bar (9) and the
frame (2), and the said first stretch (30) and the second stretch (32) pass through respective hole (13) of said pair of holes, and protrude from the
said attaching bar on the side opposite to said intermediate stretch, the first (30) and second stretches (32) of the elongated elements forming a
plurality of bristles (8) of the broom.
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